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Candidate No…………………

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
TOURIST GUIDE REGISTRATION EXAMINATIONS – LEVEL 4
Thursday, 14th April 2011 at 1400 hours

PAPER THREE

Time allowed: TWO HOURS (120 MINUTES)
5 minutes reading time allowed
You are required to answer ONE question from Section A, ONE question from
Section B and TWO questions from Section C.
All questions carry equal marks.
Recommended time: Section A: 30 minutes, Section B: 30 minutes, Section C: 60 minutes

Notes
1. Please write your candidate number at the top of this page and at the top right
hand corner of all separate sheets (the invigilator has your number).
2. The answers should be written on the paper provided:
i. Please use only one side of the paper
ii. Please start each question on a new page
3. Please write legibly in pen.
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SECTION A
Answer ONE question from this section
EITHER
1.

You are planning a Cathedral Tour in the South West Region. Select ONE of the
following Cathedrals:
a) Bristol
b) Truro
c) Gloucester
Make concise notes covering the information you would include for the following
guiding tasks:
1) A general INTRODUCTION to the cathedral.
2) Commentary for a specific item/area of interest you would show your
visitors INSIDE the cathedral.
3) Commentary for a second specific item/area of interest inside.
4) Commentary for a third specific item/area of interest either inside or
outside.

OR

2.

You have had an enquiry for a tour from a group are arriving on a cruise ship in
either Falmouth or Plymouth or Fowey. The group is keen to get a flavour of
the local area, its history and scenery. Select FOUR possible
places/venues/stately homes/towns/villages that they might visit on a day tour
from your chosen port.
Consider the relevance of each of your choices to the local area and list:
1) Points of historical interest (both development and people).
2) Points of architectural/structural interest (including, where appropriate,
references to presence of or contrast with local style of building; use of
locally sourced or “imported” materials).
3) Points of economic interest.
4) Points of scenic interest/Characteristics of the landscape.

TURN OVER FOR SECTION B
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SECTION B
Answer ONE question from this section

EITHER
3.

Select ONE of the following areas a) or b) and complete the tasks 1) and 2) for
that area.
a) Dartmoor
b) Forest of Dean
1) Make a list of factual comments for a presentation on the area of your
choice covering all aspects of visitor interest.
2) Outline the position of the area itself and indicate, where possible,
specific sites mentioned in your notes on the attached map.

OR

4.

Select ONE of the following topics a) or b) and complete the tasks 1) and 2) for
that topic.
a) Military Training in the South West Region
1) Identify the areas designated for use for military training on the attached
map.
2) Make a list of factual comments regarding the significance of the military
training for the region. Remember to include references to when
events/developments took place.
b) Methodism and the work of John Wesley in the South West Region
1) Indicate the position of specific sites associated with the Methodism and
the work of John Wesley on the attached map.
2) Make a list of places and factual comments relating to Methodism and
the work of John Wesley in the region which would be of interest to
visitors. Remember to include references to when events took place.

TURN OVER FOR SECTION C
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SECTION C
Answer TWO questions from this section
5.

Make a list of factual comments of interest to visitors on TWO of the following
historic properties. The comments should cover background information and
detail specifically about what visitors can see and experience in the house and
gardens/grounds. Remember to give dates and include aspects of seasonal
interest where appropriate.
a)
b)
c)
d)

6.

Select TWO of the following and write biographical notes for a 3 minute
presentation. Your answer must include an indication as to when they lived and
should focus on their connections with the South West Region and how the
region and their experiences there influenced their lives.
a)
b)
c)
d)

7.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Agatha Christie
William Barnes
Laurie Lee

Write brief notes that would form an introduction to TWO of the following
industries in the South West Region. You should identify the areas which are
and/or have been centres of these industries. Remember, also, to include
information on production, uses and significance of these industries.
a)
b)
c)
d)

8.

Wilton House
Kingston Lacy House
Lanhydrock House
Snowshill Manor

Woollen and cloth industry
Fishing
Early Spring Flowers
Coal and Lead Mining

Select TWO of the following and write biographical notes for a 3 minute
presentation. Your answer must include an indication as to when they lived and
should focus on their links with the South West Region and places in the region
where examples of/links with their work can be seen.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Elisabeth Frink
William Golding
Sir Joshua Reynolds
Stanhope Forbes

END OF EXAMINATION
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